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This paper ret ir:ll's rhe origill 0/ illeNia {l('curdmg ra Alad,'" principle "",I If'i'her '.I 
law oIgra!'irariolI. TIre res,dting (hear)' is haSHl Oil slmulumeo1ls nonloarl grm ill/
liollal mreracliom; hl'{ll'een parricles ill the solar system and others iii Ihe rfmore 

umrerse henmd {he Mi!kv Way galaxr, II explains Ihe prtxessirlll ol'lhe penilc/ioll 
of Jler"ury, A mOSI imporlam implication oj' rhe ,\JlI('h-lf'ehl'r IlIeOly of IiiI' 

force oI i"erl;a is Ihe lleeessllr Io, a large amollnt '!f" ullifo,-mir dislrihuted malter 
ill {he gllillc/ic IInirase. This mailer co"ld be the source oI the ('osmic !Jadgrmmd 
radiatiOI1 .. Yollioeal iner/ill forces lire compallh/e 1n'lh {l SlUlie IIHirer,w.' (flul also 
I<'illl 'Ill expandil1K ""il'erse hut rhe lurter '1'(mld tiem",,,/ "loll' challge,t ill rill' mass 
of parlicfes <llld the gral'ilalional cmlSiaW. 

1. INTRODL'CTIOl'; 

Since the Aharonov-Bohm effect was first mentioned'll and experimentallv 
confirmed l2

! thirty years ago, physics has moved imperceptibly away fro~ 
field-contact action. This movement gathered strength with Bell's logical 
arguments,')1 and the confirmatory experiment by Aspect et 11/.,1-+1 shO\ving 
that local actions cannot govern remote quantum correlations. although 
the Aspect cf ,,1. claims have been criticized by Wesley. lSI To soften the 
blow, the ne\v term "nonlocal action" was mtroduced into the physics 
vocabulary to distinguish the new phenomena from energy impact and 
recoil concepts of quantum field theory. 
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At the same time. a dozen or more decislve electrodynamic experi
ments were found to be meompatible with relativistic cleelromagnetism,I('1 
and could only be explained with the pre-Maxwellian theones of Ampere, 
F. E. Neumann, KirchhoJT, and Weber which were all based on simultaneous 
far-actions, less precisely described as instantaneous action at a distance. 
Only with this type of noolocal action can the Cum:tioning of the common 
induction motor be understood.(7) The recent experiments which arc being 
quantitatively explained with simultaneous far-actions deal with: jet 
propulsion in Jiquids,'RI the exploding wire phenomena.'')·IOJ the electro
magnetic impulse pendulum and the mechanism oC railguns: 11 1~1 Ampere 
forces in gaseous and liquid conductors,I16 181 etc. 

Yet another development drew attention to non local actions_ This \vas 
the full implementation of Mach's principlell ,)' with a modified la\v of 
Newtonian universal gravitation. This law was first proposed by Weber 
and Tisserand in the nineteenth century_120.11. The identity of gravitational 
and inertial mass, as established by this model "91 on the basis of Weber's 
law, now appears to be the strongest argument in fa\'or of simultaneous 
Car-actions. According to this every particle in the universe is permanently 
interconnected to every other particle.I~2J The purpose of our paper is to 
examine some of the cosmological consequences of this interconnectedness. 
It should be remarked that the main aspects of the Mach-Weber modcl to 
be discussed in this paper (application of a Weber's law to gravitation in 
order to derive Mach's principle) had been derived in an extremely impor
tant paper by Erwin SchrOdingerI2~' of 1925. although he was not aware 
of the previous investigations of Weber and Tisserand. Schrodinger dealt 
only with the velocity-dependent potential energy, while m Ref. 19 we 
worked also with Weber's force. The essential results can be obtalOed m 
both-ways. 

2. MACH'S PRINCIPLE 

Einsteinl~4' coined the phrase "Mach's principle."' It stands for the 
conjecture that the forces of mertia on local matter are determined by the 
distribution of matter throughout the universe_ According to Mach, there 
is no meaning in Newton's absolute space, absolute time, and absolute 
motion. All motion of matter is relative to other matter. Mach therefore 
referred Newton's first and second laws of motion to the frame of the "fixed 
stars." In 1883 he said (Ref. 25, p. 3361: "I have remained to the prescnt 
day the only one who insists upon referring the law of inertia to the earth, 
and in the case of motions of great spatial and temporal extent to the fixed 
stars. " 
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Today we know (hat most visible objects in the sky belong to our O\vn 
galaxy which rotates relative to the distant galaxies with a period of about 
150 million years. It is this set of remote galaxies which we will take as ollr 
inertial reference frame and call it the "fixed stars." 

Mach identified the reference frame of the fixed stars to be Newton's 
"absolute space." But Mach's principle stood for more. It had dynamical 
consequences. For example, according to Mach a spinning spherical shell, 
or any spinning isotropIc distribution of matter, should generate within 
itself centrifugal forces on every body not lying on the axis of rotation. 
With regard to Newton's bucket experiment, Mach (Ref. 25. pp. 179 and 
184) said: "Try to fix Newton's bucket and rotate the heaven of the fixed 
Stars and then prove the absence of centrifugal forces .... The principles of 
mechanics can. indeed. be so conceived that even for relative rotations 
centrifugal forces anse." 

Three important quantitative facts strongly support Mach's philosophy. 
In Newtonian physics these facts arc treated as coincidences and no 
explanation is supplied. A theory incorporating Mach's principle should 
justify these facts within a coherent picture of the universe. 

The tirst and most important of the three facts i$ the identity of inertial 
and gravitational mass. By inertial mass we mean the mass which appears 
in linear and angular momentum. III Newton's second law of motion (lJI,ti). 

and in expressions of kinetic energy. The inertial mass of a body determines 
the inertial force acting on the body, that is. the force which resists 
acceleration, deceleration. and change of direction relative to the tixed 
stars. On the other hand. gravitational mass is the mass \vhich appears in 
Newton's law of universal gravitation. in the weight of a body. and III the 
gravitational potential energy. As they arise from totally different 
experiments. there IS no reason that the two masses of a body should be 
the same, unless this reason IS provided by Mach's principle. 

The identity of inertial and gravitational mass revealed itself for the 
first time in Galileo's free fall experiments. Newton demonstrated it with 
carefully designed pendulum experiments. and showed it was correct to at 
least one part in a thousand. At the turn of the century Eotvos concluded 
that this agreement was better than one part in 1O~. and nowadays it IS 
known to hold to at least one part in [012. This mass-equivalence became 
the basis of Einstein's general theory of relativity. His principle of 
equivalence unequivocally linked inertial interactions to gravitational inter
actions. 

The second fact which suggests the validity of Mach's point of vicw 
can be expressed in two ways. (A) The universe as a whole docs not rotate 
relative to absolute space. or (B) the kinematICal rotation of the earth is 
equal to its dynamical rotation. If the universe as a whole did rotate, most 
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galaxies would be located in a disc nonnal to the axis of rotation, as IS the 
case with the stars of a galaxy and the planets of the solar system. 
Although clusters of galaxies have now been observed. their distribution 
shows no preferred directions as seen from the earth. 

With respect w (B), \ve observe an apparent circular motion of the 
fixed stars and galaxies about the Pole Star (in the northern hemisphere) 
with a period of 24 hours. This rotation we attribute to the kinematic spin 
of the earth_ We also have dynamical proof of the spin of the earth. This 
is provided by the Foucault pendulum and the distortion of the shape of 
the earth. The equawrial radius of our planet is approximately one part in 
three hundred greater than the polar radius. The kinematically and the 
dynamically determined angular velocities of the earth are equal to one 
part in IOH radians per year. (21)) In practice this tells us that the best inertial 
frame is that of the distant galaxies. It may be another coincidence and 
does not necessarily confirm Mach's theory. but it appears likely that the 
inertial properties of bodies on earth depend on the remote universe. 

The third fuct supporting Mach's argument was discovered after his 
death. Since about 1930 it has been known that 

( I ) 

where H" is Hubble's constant. G Newton's gravitational constant. and p" 
the mean mass density of the universe. Although this quantitative relation 
has been known for 65 years, the origin of the cosmological redshift is still 
uncertain (Doppler effect, tired light, redshift based on a gravitational 
eITed. etc.) It could be a chance coincidence that these three quantities are 
interrelated. but if we accept Mach's principle and nonlocal actions it is not 
at all surprising that the gravitational constant should depend on the 
extent of the matter distribution throughout the universe. 

3. THE MACH-WEBER MODEL 

Weber proposed a modified form of Newton's law of gravitationYo, 
With Weber's law it has been possible to fully implement Mach's principle 
using gravitational forces. (1<1.23) The Mach-Weber model is based on two 
postulates: 

(I) The sum ofa11 forces (mechanical wnwcl. gravitational. inertial. 
electromagnetic. nuclear. etc.) on any malenal particle, or body. is always 
zero in all wordinate frames. 
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(II) The gravitational attraction between two material particles. or 
bodies, I and 1 is gIven by Weber's force: 

F L2 = -H,,--,- 1-~ --rr m,m, [ 6 (" .. )] 
., r- c 2 (1) 

where H t is a <.:Dnstaot (it may be put equal to G to simplify the analysis, 
but this is not essential as we witl see), In 1 and III:! are the gravitational 
masses of the particles I and 2, and c is a constant with the value of the 
velocity of light. The distance between the two particles is r, and theiT 
relative velocity and acceleration along r are denoted by f and F. As we see 
in the sequel, it will be the i-contribution which will generate ~ewton's 
inertiallorce -mil. We can distinguish the i-contribution from the inertial 
force /lui by observing that the ~econd one is fixed and homogeneous, while 
the tirst can generate an anisotropy in the effective inertial mass of a body. 
The i-contribution can also generate an effective inertial mass which 
depends on the potential at the location of the body. Possible experimental 
consequences of these facts {with the F present in Weber's electromagnetic 
lorce) have been discussed in Refs. 27 and 28. 

The negative sign of Eq. (1) stands for a force of attraction. It is 
Newton's nonlocal law of universal gravitation with terms added which 
depend on the relative velocity and acceleration of the interacting particles. 
As in Newton's cosmology, the Weber law represents interconnectedness of 
all matter in the universe via simultaneous far-actions. 

The virtual work concept (F= -dUjdrl may be used to derive the 
Weber force from the potential energy 

111 11110 ( 31'2) 
U=-H -~-, 1--, 

g r \ c 
(3) 

It was based on this expressIOn that Schrodinger developed his 
theory.11., I 

To derive {2) from (3) \ve utilize F= -dU/dr and ,'=r«(j, so that 

df! dr df dt 
-=lr-=lf--=2f' 
ell' dr elt dr 

The third term III Weber's force law, Eq. {2l, is proportional to ! il' 
and, therefore, stands for a long-range force compared to the other two 
tenos which are proportional to 1 ;'r1 and represent short-range forces. It is 
the long-range third term which implements Mach's principle.'l~1 

Other authors have tried to explain the origin of inertia with the help 
of I -'r long-range forces proportIOnal to relative acceleration. These 
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investigators include Scjamu.'~<)1 Brown.1 'HI Treder. ('II Edwards.' 1") 

Barbour and Bertottyn, Eby,'.'~1 Ghosh.1 1
.'l and others. 

A good analysis of this kind was provided by French.! "" In his words 
(p.54n 

"We know that the act of giving an object an acceleration a, with 
respect to the inertial frame defined by the fixed stars. calls into play an 
inertial force, equal to -/JIa, that expresses the resistance of the object to 
being accelerated." 

On this basis he derives the inertial force on a particle of mass 11/ as 
being given by 

,(GAl,\ 
F;= -ilia 1.., -,- I 

, \ cr I , ' 
(41 

In French's fannula 11/ is the mass of an object on earth and ,til the mass 
of a celestial body and the summation extends over all the universe. The 
distance between the centers of mass is rand G is l'\ewton's gravitational 
constant. French claims that Eg. (4) should be Newton's second law of 
motion, and then we would have 

151 

French recognized that the (All:") ratios of the earth, the sun, <Ind 
even the Milky Way were far too small to balance Eg. {5'1. Only the 
universe beyond our galaxy contained sufficient mass which, in spite of 
the great distances, could possibly satisfy the requirement of (5 l· Should 
the origin of inertia be due to remote matter interactions, it has to involve 
the furthest reaches of the universe. 

What is missing III French's theory is a force law which reciprocally 
couples the particle on earth with another particle in the distant universe, 
complying with Newton's third law. It would have to be a long-range force 
as indicated by the (I '1') relationship of Eg. (4). This alone rules out 
I\ewton's lawaI' gravitation from being responsible for inertia. Further
more, if the inertia force on the particle on earth is to be the same in 
all directions of the acceleration, the mass A-I, must be distributed 
homogeneously throughout the universe. 

The most startling assumption underlying: French's derivation of the 
origin of inertia IS the simultaneity of the matter mteraetions over distances 
that are normally measured III light-years. The force F, of Eq. (4), arises 
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instantly when the acceleration a commences_ As Mach is supposed to have 
put it: I

.l71 "When the subway jerks, it's the fixed stars that throw you 
down." The remote universe acts on us without time-delay. 

To examine the Mach-Weber model of the oTigin of inertia we study 
the motion of a particle of mass l/I 1 inside a homogeneous and stationary 
spherical Illatter shell of particles j. It IS known that, whatever the state of 
motion of III j. the combined forces of Newtonian gravitation on III j • due 
to the matter shell. cancel identically to zero. Suppose the stationary shell 
has a radius r. is of thickness dr. and has uniform density p. If the accelera
tion of this particle fIIj is a[ relative to the stationary shell, in any direction 
and position whatsoever, it has been shown in Ref. 19 that. according to 
Weber's law of gravitation, the force on it will be 

H 
F, = --f- SiT/"· dr p( -m J a]) 

c 

This is similar to French's result of Eq. (4). 

161 

If we now extend the calculation to a spherical volume of radius R we 
have to mtegrate (6) and obtain (supposing a constant mass density pi: 

Since the volume of the sphere is V = (4/3) iTK1 and the total mass of the 
sphere is AI = Vp, Eq. (7) may be written 

The Milky Way IS surrounded by matter in all directions. We then 
eon~ider jI,f as being the homogeneolls mass surrounding our galaxy We 
will suppose that the body I}/] (for instance, a planet) is Illteracting with! 
local bodies I other planets, the: sun, etc.} and represent the forces of these 
local bodies on 117 [ by LtFj. According to Eq. (8) and to postulate (I) of 
the Mach·~Weber model we get 

191 

And this can be identified with Newton's second law of motioo. 
In order to see this more clearly we can study the "h",o-body" 

planetary problem i with Mach's point of view it is the two bodies -the: sun 
and a plane:t-plus the fixed stars)_ The particle tnr IS a planet intlOractll1\! 
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with the fixed stars through (8), and \vith the sun through Weber's gravita
tional force (2). For the typical velocities and accelerations of the planets 
in the solar system we can usually neglect the /,:'./('2 and "'-'/c'- in en Sub
stituting LI F[ In (9) by Eq. (2) without the small corrections in J' and i: 
Yields 

( 10) 

where m, is the mass of the sun. r is the distance between the sun and the 
planet III]. and P is the unit vector pointing from the sun to the planet 111 1 -

This is exactly the two-body problem in Ne\vtonian mcchalllcs. provided 
that H" (3Hg M .. iRc2 )=G. Newton's gravitational constant. As French 
emphasized, this has been known to be true for almost sixty years now 
[this relation is the same as Eq. (1) remembering that AI = p,,4rr.R-','3 and 
H,,=(' .. /Rl It shows that Eqs. (8) and (9) agree with French's formulation 
of Mach's principle [Eq. (4)]. From the beginning we utilized a force law 
which complics with Newton's third law (action and reaction). 

Equation (10) also shows that the constant Hg is Llndetermined as it 
can be cancelled out III both terms. This is a consequence of the first 
postulate of the Mach-Weber model as we can multiply all forces by the 
same constant:x without altering any result. This is also in compliance with 
Mach's principle as now only ratios of forces \vill be relevant, but not the 
absolute value of any single force. 

Here we neglected the terms with 1'2,/(,2 and rF/c 2 only to show how to 
arrive at Eg. (I) in the Mach--Weber model. If the orbits of the planets 
were perfect cucies we would have constant r's so that I' and r would be 
zero for the planets. In reality the orbits arc ellipses \vith small eccen
tricities. This means that these terms cannot be completely neglected. As a 
matter of fact it will be exactly these terms which will generate the 
precession of the perihelion of the planets in agreement with observations 
(the algebraic value of this precession in the Mach-Weber model is exactly 
the same as the expression of Einstcin's gencral relativity, although commg 
from a dilTerent orbit equation). This was shown by Paul Gerber in thc last 
ccnturY,,3XI although his work was criticized by Seeliger. 139! The precession 
of the perihelion of the planets with Weber's law has peen calculated indc
pendently by Tisserand,'211 Schrodinger,,231 Eby,,34J and Assis.11l)1 

\Vesley believes that the correct gravitational force up to second order 
in fie should be given by Eq. (2) with a l./e 2 factor, instead of 6/('2.'<101 His 
expression is then completely similar to Weber's original force applied to 
electromagnetism (replacing -Gm]m"2 by QllJ"2i4m:;oI. 
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Once Newton's second law has been derived from Mach's principle. 
the other forces of inertia (e.g., centrifugal force, Coriolis force, and the 
forces on gyroscopes) follow from the normal :\lewtonian mechanics. The 
only important fact to keep in mind is that instead of absolute space 
the inertial frame has been shown to be the frame of the "fixed stars." 

This model explains the three quantitative facts which support Mach's 
principle, as mentioned prevIOusly. Equation (8) arIses from a gravitational 
interaction [thtough Weber's force, Eq. (2)] between 1111 and the remaining 
universe. As the concept of inertial mass was never introduced m the 
model. all the masses which appear in both sides of (10) arc gravitational 
masses. Equation (l0) proves the identity of inertial and gravitational 
mass, The ~econd fact (absolute space is the frame of the fixed stars, or the 
kinematical rotation of the earth is the same as liS dynamical rotation) 
lollo\\'s directly from this modeL because we derived Ne\vton's second la\v 
[our Eq. (10)] in the frame of the fixed stars. The centrifugal and Coriolis 
forces will appear in systems which rotate relative to the fixed stars. as was 
emphasized by Mach. And the third fact [Eq. (I j] is a necessary conse
quence of this model, as Eq. (10) and the numerical relationship between 
G, H" and p ~ indicate. As these three facts are detennined quantitative!y by 
the Mach-Weber model, we now discuss other related cosmologicallssues. 

4. COS\lOLOGICAL CO);SEQCE);CES OF ;IoIACH-WEBER 
INERTIA 

Gravitation theory i~ more than three hundred years old. :--lewton\ 
universal law has accounted for almost all grdvitational observations made 
in three centuries. Apart from mertia, which Ne\ ... 10n did not treat as a 
gravitational phenomenon, the only remaining mystery was the anomalous 
precession of the perihelion of the planet Mercury (we will not consider 
here the interaction between gravitation and electromagnetism, as in the 
gravitational deflection of hght and the gravitational redshift j. General 
relativity Jinally provided a reason for the odd behavior of Mercury. 

With an expanded law of gravitation, as the one proposed by Weber, 
there arose the prospcct that the precession of the elliptic orbit of Mercury 
around the sun could be explained without invoking the gravitation and 
local actions of general relativity. As we observed previously, this was 
accomplished and represents the first astronomical success of Mach -Weber 
inertia. 

A tTuly cosmological consequence of the Mach-Weber theory is that. 
as shown by Eq. OJ, the Unlverse in this model is a sphere of finite radJUs 
R.r-111 With Hubblc's constant HI" this radius would be R=CiH" The sile 
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of the universe has been in the forefront of all cosmological speculations. 
As Mach's philosophy is closely allied to Newton"s point OfVICW, we might 
examine what Newton had to say abom the size of the UIUYCrse. 

Early in his liJe ~ewtofl believed in a finite-size cosmos immersed in 
an infinite void, as suggested by the Stoics in Greeec. Later he reasoned 
that a finite universe would fall inward and congregate l!1 a large spherical 
mass. 1421 To avoid gravitational collapse. Newton thought the Creator 
must have made the universe inlinilcly large. Then every star could be 
pulled equally strongly in all directions. The cancellation of multi-dIrec
tional pulls. however. rested precariously on a uniJorm matter distribution 
throughout thc universe. Newton spoke of each star being poised on the 
point of a needle. ready to fall in any direction. 

If we invoke inertia forces to stabilize the univcrse, by way of 
centrifugal action, it seems that in this model we can return to the tinite 
universe of the Stoics. The reason is that if we have a constant and uniform 
matter density p and m;:lke R.....,. Y.. in Eq. (7), we obtain that the inertial 
force diverges to inlinit}'. To avoid this we can say that the matter in the 
universe is limited to a finite volume. "Vhether this is situated in a larger 
void. or not, is unimportant. If the universe is mlinite <lnd contains an 
infmite amount of matter. the present model would fail and must be 
modified. A proposal in this direction. utilizing the exponential decay for 
gravitation proposed by Seeliger and C. Neumann m a Weber law applied 
to an infinite and homogeneous Universe. has been given recently. rH +-II 

Another consequence of the :'vfach-Weber model is the neees.'>ity for a 
homogeneous distribution of matter in the remote regions ~)f the cosmos.'411 
Not all the cosmic and nearby matter need be distributed uniformly. The 
mhomogeneous part does give rise to Newtonian gravitational attraction 
represented by the first term of Eq. (.2 J. It is responsible for the weight of 
all bodies on the sur/ace of the earth. Space travel relies on the concen
trated masses of the sun and all its planets. The clusters of galaxies cause 
no noticeable gravitational elTeet in the solar system. The distribution of all 
Visible matter in the sky may be nonuniform. [f thiS IS !he case, it cannot 
be the cause of the Mach-Weber inertia forces. unless the Jorces of inertia 
(or the inertial masses) are found to have ditlcrent values In different 
directions. 

Equation (7). the inertia force law. stands and falls by the existence of 
a considemble amount of uniformly distributed matter outside our own 
gahlxy. At present we feel this may be some form of cosmic du~t for matter 
dispersed homogeneously in atomic or molecular form, or the uniform 
distribution of galaxies in the sky, or cosmic plasmas. 

The finely divided dark cosmic matter may not only be required to 
1mbue matter on earth with inertia. but as Arp ('( (I/.'45 1 !-;uggestcd, it could 
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also be the source of the cosmic background radiation which Impmges on 
earth from all directions. Therefore. the reqUirement of a uniform dark 
matter distribution and the measured isotropy of the cosmic background 
radiation'4h' go hand-in-hand. It must be stressed that 11onlocal menio. 
forces and the local emission and reception of c1ectromagnetic radiation afe 
not mutually exclusive phenomena. The cosmic dust. it seems, continuously 
emits radiation, representing a temperature of 2.7 K. and we receive it In 
our parl of the universe much later. 

The Mach-Weber ongin of inertia IS not III obvious conilict \vith the 
expanding universe and the "big-bang" concept of creatioll. but it is also 
consistent with a static universe. If the total amount of matter in the 
cosmos is being conserved. the expansIOn Implies. however, a very slow 
decrease in the density of cosmic dust. Matter conservation demands 
pR"'=constant. This is not guaranteed by the inertia force la\v, Eq. (7). 
Hence an expanding universe may be accompanied by slo\',; changes in 
particle mass and the gravitational constant. In a nonexpanding unihTsc. 
on the other hand, the gravitational constant and the particle masses 
would stay constant in time.143.441 

Further discussion on this subject can be found in Ref. 47. Chapters 7 
and 8. 
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